Notes should be beamed in groups that illustrate the meter. For simple rhythms, this is pretty easy to do; simply group any notes that can be beamed (quavers and smaller) into groups that are equal to the beat unit of the current meter.

For complex rhythms, however, things can get complicated... when a rhythm includes things like syncopations or other off-beat figures, illustrating the meter may involve dividing notes across beat units with ties. Fortunately, there is a step-by-step system for correctly beaming these complicated rhythms!

*TRANSLATION:* For complex rhythms, however, things can get complicated... when a rhythm includes things like syncopations or other off-beat figures, illustrating the meter may involve dividing notes across beat units with ties. Fortunately, there is a step-by-step system for correctly beaming these complicated rhythms!

**STEP 1:**
Find the smallest note value used, and fill a complete measure with this type of note, beamed in groups that are equal to a beat unit in the current meter.

**STEP 2:**
Add ties between individual notes to recreate the original rhythm. Make sure that each tied group corresponds to a note in the rhythm you started with!

**STEP 3:**
Find every group of two or more notes that are both tied together and beamed together, and replace them with a single note of equivalent value.

A correctly beamed rhythm may include ties, but it will very clearly show the beats in the measure... which, in turn, makes it easier for the performer to read!

**DOING STUFF THE SPARKY WAY IS ALWAYS FUN!**